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Die Kuh die Lacht 

"Hearty Burgers"

Die Kuh die Lacht is a burger-bar where you can get beef, chicken and

veggie burgers that are tasty and affordable. They also have a children's

menu which has a small selection of beef or chicken burgers, fries and

apple juice. All orders have to be made at the bar counter. Apart from

burgers, there are side dishes and desserts as well which you can try if

you are not in the mood to have hearty burgers.

 +49 69 2729 0171  www.diekuhdielacht.com/  info@diekuhdielacht.com  Schillerstraße 28,

Francoforte
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Chicago Meatpackers 

"American Fiesta!"

Americana in Deutschland that is what Chicago Meatpackers, an

American themed diner is with its red and brown wooden decor and

American food. This 1948 Chicago stockyards inspired restaurant serves

excellent burgers, tender Argentinean beef, zesty BBQ ribs and delicious

fried chicken, all served in generous portions. Check out the cocktails with

jazzy names such as 'Beverly Hills'. If you want a taste of good American

food, then Chicago Meatpackers will definitely delight you.

 +49 69 23 1659  heptagon-greyhound-hwx

c.squarespace.com/frankfu

rt

 info@chicago-

meatpackers.de

 Untermainanlage 8,

Francoforte

 by Eaters Collective on
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Der Fette Bulle 

"Burger Like No Other"

At the Der Fette Bulle, or The Fat Bull, burgers take center stage. This

restaurant is very popular in the area for its authentic burgers, grilled

plates, and the choice of beers on the menu. Juicy and succulent patty in

the center makes way for fresh ingredients, tasty sauces, and fresh buns

to give you a punch of flavor in every bite. They have many other options

on the menu as well, and all the burgers are made from pure beef. The

tables are large and there is plenty of space for larger groups.

 +49 69 9075 7004  derfettebulle.de/  mail@derfettebulle.de  Kaiserstraße 73, Francoforte
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The Black Bulls 

"Ameican Steakhouse In Frankfurt"

This is only for the carnivores who love their steaks, tender and succulent

with a nice smokey flavor that will rouse your appetites. The Black Bulls is

an American steakhouse that is one of the best in Frankfurt serving one of

the finest American prime beef. This sleek restaurant also serves hearty

burgers made from ground rump only during lunch time though it isn't

mentioned on the menu. They also serve flaky seafood dishes, so if you

aren't in a mood to eat meat, but like seafood, then you too are in a treat

with fresh fish of the day, red lobsters and jumbo shrimp dishes. Their bar
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has an extensive list of wines from reds, roses, whites to champagnes

from many regions of the world such as France, Spain, Australia, Chile and

more. If you are craving for good American steaks in Frankfurt then the

Black Bulls will be the ideal place for you.

 +49 69 7422 5896  www.theblackbulls-

steakhouse.com/

 info@theblackbulls-

steakhouse.com

 Bockenheimer Landstraße

92, Francoforte
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Heroes Premium Burger 

"Delish Homemade Burgers!"

What do Superhero, Texas Ranger, Spicy Juan, Fat Joe, Luigi and Rusty

have in common? Well, these are the names of some of the incredible

burgers in Heroes Premium Burger, the wonder burger shop that has been

delighting locals and tourists alike. There are also veggie burgers for all

those vegetarian burger fans, which are tasty as well. You can munch on

these tasty bites while sitting on their outdoor patio and think of nothing

but the deliciousness of these fresh buns and fab fillings. Everything is

homemade and is absolutely fresh so that the taste is not compromised.

 +49 69 8477 3735  www.heroes-burgers.de/  info@heroes-burgers.de  Leibnizstraße 13, Francoforte
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